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SILVER, PARCEL-GILT BEAKER WITH COVER ON THREE BALL-FEET, DRESDEN, C. 1700
Object Number: #267

Dresden, c. 1700

Johann Michael Winkelmann/Johann Michael Wecker

Town’s hallmark: mark for 12-lots silver, for the town of Dresden (Rosenberg no. 1674)

Maker’s mark: “IWM” in an oval shield for Johann Michael Winkelmann or Johann Michael Wecker (Rosenberg no. 1773)

Date letter: “D“

Engraving on the bottom: “Franz Joachim Harmsen 1784”

Height: 15 cm (5,9 in.); weight: 265 gr.
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Detailed Information

Silver, Parcel-Gilt Beaker with Cover on Three Ball-Feet, Dresden
The present beaker is raised on three cast, ball-feet, which are half-plain half-fluted. The body is standing on the feet bulged and
is partly adorned and partly left plain. The lower part of the beaker is richly embossed with lines directed towards the left. In the
space between the lines, lower sections engraved with small rings. The upper part of the beaker is left plain and the profiled edge
is decorated with a gilt ring. The cover is slightly vaulted and repeats the décor on the corpus. A ball – half-fluted, half-plain –
serves as a fine finial. The beaker is gilt inside and has on the outside still traces of the original gilding.

The ball-feet conform to a decorative motive which was quite popular during the baroque. Based on this, the beaker is to be
dated around 1700.

The marks are ligated on the bottom. There is also a later, old, punched engraving, most probably being the name of the owner,
as well as with a date: “Franz Joachim Harmsen 1784”. Franz Joachim Harmsen was a German-Baltic merchant in
Courland/Kurzeme (today Latvia). He was born in 1762 was in Liepāja since 1788 merchant and citizen. Since 1790, he was city
elder (in German “Stadtältester“) of the Great Guild. In 1803, he moved to Riga where he died in 1819.

Liepāja was a sea and trading town in Courland being the only city of this region where the merchant class was eligible to have
council competency. The engraving of the owner on the bottom of this beaker serves thus as an interesting material testimony of
the activities of the merchants in the harbor city of Liepāja, but also of the representative function of objects made of silver.

Maker
The mark „IWM“ belongs to the maker Johann Michael Winkelmann or Johann Michael Wecker, as it is mentioned in Rosenberg.
Johann Michael Winkelmann became a master maker in 1690 and is mentioned until 1724. Johann Michael Wecker became a
master maker in 1716 and is mentioned until 1743 or 1749. In Rosenberg, there are several vessels from these two makers
mentioned.
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